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iPhone speaker eats into battery very fast. Hence, using headphone while listening to music can help your
device battery last a bit longer. Toggle off iCloud Keychain. iCloud Keychain allows you to keep the
passwords and credit card information you save up to date on your other synced devices. Step #1. Open
Settings app â†’ iCloud. Step #2. Tap on Keychain.
How to Improve iOS 10 Battery Life on Your iPhone or iPad
So to increase your iPhone or iPod battery time close all apps that you are not using. Adjust screen
brightness. More is your screen brightness more your iPhone consumes power. So adjust your screen
brightness to the lower level where you can easily see your screen without any problem. This will help you to
make battery last longer. Or otherwise you can use auto brightness option in iPhone because it automatically
adjust brightness according to the surrounding.
How to Make iPhone, iPod or iPad Battery Last Longer - 7
If your iPhone, iPod touch, or iPad is losing battery life faster than normal, it could be the result of an app or
service using more power than it ought to be. Thanks to "battery shaming," you no longer have to wonder
about which app or service it might be, or try to quit them all just to stop the drain.
How to see what's using battery life on your iPhone or iPad
If you check the official spec sheet of the iPhone 6s Plus, iPhone 7 Plus, and the iPhone 8 Plus, youâ€™d
see that their official battery life numbers as quoted by Apple is very similar. The company claims the iPhone
8 Plus and iPhone 7 Plus last about an hour longer than the iPhone 6s Plus. Then, thereâ€™s the iPhone X
which Apple claims lasts about 2 hours longer than the iPhone 7 despite coming with a display and battery
bigger than any of its Plus handsets.
iPhone X Battery Life Compared to iPhone 6s Plus, iPhone 7
About the battery usage on your iPhone, iPad, and iPod touch. Learn how to check the amount of battery
used by each app on your iOS device. Check battery usage . To see an overview of your battery level and
activity for the last 24 hours and up to the last 10 days, go to Settings > Battery.
About the battery usage on your iPhone, iPad, and iPod
Tap on Battery. Tap on Battery Health. If your iPhone SE, iPhone 6, iPhone 6s, or iPhone 7 had been slowed
down due to prevent an unexpected shutdown, iOS 11.3 will restore it to its previous, unmanaged
performance levels. Performance management will only kick back in when and if you experience another
unexpected shutdown.
How to fix iPhone battery life problems | iMore
Iirc, iPhone batteries are expected to maintain at least 80% capacity after 1 year and 500 charge cycles,
meanwhile that's 80%/1 year/1000 cycles for the iPad. Mind, battery-wise the entry level iPads (32Wh) would
likely last longest. Those pair huge iPad batteries with low-power iPhone chipsets.
How long does a iPad Pro battery last ? | MacRumors Forums
There are some tried and tested solutions that can enormously improve battery life in iOS 11 on your iPhone
and iPad. Knowing that unexpected battery consumption could be due to a number of factors, you will have to
take each solution into account.
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How to Improve iOS 11 Battery Life on iPhone and iPad
The iPhone battery lasts a while, and according to Apple it should offer around 8 hours of talk time, 8 hours of
internet use over LTE / 3G, 10 hours of internet use over wi-fi, 10 hours of video playback, and 40 hours of
audio playback.
Find Out How Long Your iPhone Battery is Really Lasting
Take, for example, CNETâ€™s review of the iPhone, which states that â€œApple is estimating one battery
will last for 400 charges â€” probably about two yearsâ€™ worth of use.â€• Two years of use ...
The truth about iPhone battery lifespan | Macworld
First of all the way you know you have a problem (and also the way you know you have fixed the problem) is
when you go to Settings>General>Battery and scroll all the way down and look at TIME SINCE LAST FALL
CHARGE.
Fix: iPhone 7 Battery Draining Fast - Apple Community
Head over to Apple's support page, choose iPhone, then Battery, Power & Charging, and select the problem
you are having. From there you can choose to chat online or over the phone, or schedule an ...
Apple's $29 iPhone battery replacement program FAQ | Macworld
In iOS 8 and up, there's a feature called Battery Usage that shows which apps have been sucking the most
power over the last 24 hours and the last 7 days. If you start seeing an app showing up there consistently,
you'll know that running the app is costing you battery life.
30 Tips to Extend iPhone Battery Life - Lifewire
The power source needs to supply at least 1 amp to charge an iPhone, and 2 amps to charge an iPad. Note,
however that a power source that can supply more than these values is OK to use; the internal battery
charger will take only what it needs.
When to charge your iPhone or iPad | Communities
iPhone and iPad Batteries iPhone 5 Battery w/tools (not 5c or 5s) - Fits A1428, A1429, A1442. Regular price
$ 29.95 View. IPHONE 6 Battery with tools (not 6 Plus, 6s, or 6s Plus) Fits for Model Numbers A1549,
A1586, A1589. Regular price $ 29.95 View. iPhone 6 Plus Battery with tools (not 6, 6s, or 6s Plus) Fits for
Model Numbers A1522, A1524 ...
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